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Looking for a great training program but have serious scheduling or geographical restrictions?

Welcome to the solution!

Bonfire Training’s Live Remote Training provides your team with customized courses 
delivered via webcast by a certified Bonfire Trainer. These live sessions can be accessed from 
anywhere in the world, allowing you to easily train multiple time zones and schedules.

No matter where you are or how busy you’ve become, it’s always the right time to catch the 
spark that a motivated, empowered team can provide your company.

Our Live Remote sessions provide your employees with real time, reproducible skills that can 
be used throughout your organization and ignite a buzz!

Watch live in a training room or at a desktop, then again later at your convenience. Entirely 
online, these presentations focus on the goals and topics especially relevant to your company 
and its culture. This live remote training is formatted to include 60-minute or 90-minute 
segments along with time to practice the techniques on-the-job, making them a perfect fit 
for complicated schedules and busy staff members.

If you have scheduling or geographical challenges, we know you’ll be delighted with this 
format, the training Bonfire provides and the lasting value you’ll receive. Customized with your

  real-world scenarios &
  designed to meet your
desired outcomes.

“The secret of
getting ahead is
getting started.”

– Mark Twain

LIVE INSTRUCTOR-LED WEBINARS

Enjoy a similar
experience to physically
being in the classroom

by experiencing
Bonfire’s Live Remote 

Instructor-Led Webinars



DELIVERY FORMAT
These live webinars are formatted to include customized courses 
delivered via webcast by a certified Bonfire Trainer in 60-90 
minute segments along with time to practice the techniques 
on-the-job. 

Materials and job aids support additional learning reinforcement. 

Contact us to explore how we can meet your training goals!  
info@bonfiretraining.com / 800-888-4893

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

Live Remote training is ideal for 
companies whose team members are 
spread out in multiple locations or have 
complicated scheduling issues, yet have 
a desire to offer a comprehensive 
curricula of courses to their team 
members.

Live Remote Training

BENEFITS OF LIVE REMOTE TRAINING
Train multiple locations simultaneously.

Flexible scheduling due to shorter sessions.

Can be delivered in a training room or at individual workstations.

Fully interactive sessions including chat, Q&A, quizzes, polls and more.

It’s about you! Training is customized with real examples.

It’s not just slides and a voice, you see your trainer the entire time.


